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PrOduCtiOn techniques for computer-based learning material

Jef Moonen; Jan Echoenmaker

1. Experiences

Experiences in the development of edur.tional software in the Netherlandt
can be summarized as follows.

a) A great number of projectsihave been initiated fkOm a research point of
viewAs a result a product-oriented procedure could hardly hold ground.

b) Approaches which are Supported by one individual, mostly have to
Incorporate more people after a whilei_or_fail,as a result of the
frUttations of insufficient recognition, insufficient COMpentation for
investments,_or insufficient perspectives With regard tO the work which
had been_carried_out.

c) In a_teamoriented approach; it appears that the communication_between
teams of teachers and teams of programmers_forms a large obstacle. Both
groups speak different 'languages' and do not readily understand the
problematics of the other.

d) Within a team of teachersi_it is difficult to reach atiteeMehts in
relation to_a common_pedagogical approach.

e) There_iss_considerable shortage of:professional designers of educatio-
nal software; Even expetienced teachers have grect_difficulty in achie-
vingioriginality in the pedagogical design.._In general; however, it,iS
considered that a wide experience in_education is a necessary tonditiOn
tO be a good designeri_but_it is also apparent that this Charadteristic
iS not_s:Ifficient_in itself-

f) Although_it_is conceived that the production of educational software has
to_be_a_multidisciplinary approach between specialists4 one_hardly takes
into account experiences already known_for_years_in_the computing
profession,and_from what is known_as essential in a project approach.

g) The=direCt development_of educational softwareion target-machinet it
hindered, at_least_as_far_asthe_14nitedicapacity Of thOSe target-
machines_ftilbits)_is concerned.,This restriction Affects both_the
quality of the final product, the time investment necessary, and the
possibilitiesto,convert to other target-rachines.

h) Discussions abOut Using general programming_languages, authoring
languaget Or authoring systemS_are_stilI going on;

i) PUblishers need support_from_the,government Or through
policy decisions) in_order to reduce the risks theV encounter when
introducing_their educationalsoftware:to the Commercial market. Because
of the uncertainty about the_profitability of these kinds_of activities,
it is questionable whether this support will_become_necessary on a
temporary basit or to create support_onaimore permanent basis;_

j) EdUtational software is_just_like_any otherieducational thAtétidl: it
gets Out of date. None_of these materials will retaiti AVailable for an
indefinite period of time. It will_be necessary to Adapt or modify this
material, forced by changing circumstances in curricula and new



technital developments. In_the softwale industry, it iS knOwn that_30-
of the total costs of the product compriSe the 'maintenance' of

programs.

Consequences

Neitner a_strict_individual approach; not a strictly separated procedure of
teams of teachers and teams Of:prOgraMmers,_offeritheireal solution; The
individual approach is itpoSSible to_maintain if one aims at lartle=ttald
and professional production. The second_approach has the diSadvantage, as a
result of lacking standards and_concrete specification-forms, that the
communication between both teams becomes extremely difficult.

Because_educational software iS,A tel-r.tiVely new phenomenon in education
itselfiit is not,easy to deterMine in_advance_i_the actual desires of the
potential,user. When the completion_of_the final product:is almost reached,
the:potential user then realizes_more so,, what iS desired and what is_not.
In the stage of developmenti.ithis means that MOtents of evaluation_must be
COntinuously_taken into account, which again leads to_the fact that the
entire process_becomesdistinctly iterative, with_as_participants the
developers (pedagogical_designert, SYStem designers and programmers) and
the_target-groups,(teachert and pupils),
At this moment (at least in the Netherlands), production strategies are as
follows:

higher secondary primary_
education education education

individual approach
team approach

project:approach
industrial stage

In_the individual apprOath; the whole_project_is run by:one person Who
designs,,developes, does the_coding and evaluates;_In the team approach,
different:teems are responsibIe_for the pedagogical design and the system-
design and codingThe project approach alab takes use of different-teams
but the emphasis is Iayed upon Oh the Ute of professional project-manage-
ment_techniques.
In_the industrial stage, the_producti^n_of educational software hat to
become aniactivity WhiCh is profitabIe_forithe publisher8 (book publishers,
software houses, computer_manufacturers). As_can be:seen in the_outline
abOVe, none of the_educational sectors have yet achieved this stage.
AS a strategy_to_reach this stage; one hat tioconcentrate _firstly
on the project approach. This will Set the scene for a successful
industrial activity;

Besides this organizatibnal problem, there is also a problem as regards
content that will be of_great influence on the development of educational
SOftWard. From an educational point:of vieW it is necessary to produce
edUcational software that can be integrated into existing curricula. This
can be achieved by presenting Software as a content-oriented Supplement to



different,parts of textbooks. Another possibilty is the use of software as
a tool which can operate throughout the entire curriculum (i.e. a
wordprocessor). One must realize_that it is_ common _in the educational
community to be_able to_choose between different textbooks; The same
attitude_WilI be the case in relation to educational software. These_
as.i,ects directly concern each of the subject-areas, and may even include
various sorts of applications_of computers in education. Because of the
high_costs,involved,_one cou1 e. question whether this kind of opportunity -

to choose between different packages_- will_ever come_up_.
A solution to this problem_is_to make_educational software easily adaptable
to_ctew_situationsi bl_creating possibilities for teachers/users to modify
existing_software. A number ofistrategies can then be followed:
- creating so-called 'seml-products'; these are programs with a fixed
genlral structure and which have to be supplemented with relevant text,
graphics, and illustrative material by the teacher;

- products which can be modified by teachers using specialized user-
friendly_software_tools.

At_the same_timei this approach could offeria solution in situationa in
which used educational software has c^ne out of date.

Solutions as mentioned above, have not yet been found. Meanwhile,
developments are in a transitional_phasei from !grassroot_activities' to
industrial approaches. This_is_an extremely critical phase, because there
f_s great pressure to accelerate this transition_process. Nevertheless,_it
is essential that_both teachers and pupilS reMain involved in the develop-
ment process of educational software.

3. Methodologies of educatonal_software_development

As guiding tools for the support of software deVelOpMent CoMpUter science
knows among others:
a) Project management methodologies: including planning, financial

estimates, organization.
With the assistance_of_these_methodologiesi projects are divided into
phases which_are evaluated separately.

b) System development methodologies: these are methodologies that can
be used as step by step means, from problem definition to the design of
a programme. Methodologies are Often specific for the application_area.

In_order to formulate methodologies for the development of educational
software it is necessary to specify the term more clearly.

Educational_software is a combined name for a broad scale Of programmes
used in education.
Iniorder to gain a clear vision of the_division relevant for the_

determination of specifications for s^ftware, our approach is based on the
organization of education.
Distinctions are made_for_three_levels of_educational organization:
a) The macro_level:_the_level of school organization that is of direct

importance for the school management and administration personnel.
b) The meso level: the level of the teacher, whereby a distiction is made

in management (management of learning materials and item banks)i
control (item scoring and analysisi_ohoice.of learning activities)4_
decision support (advices with respect to the prescription of learning
activities).



c) The bidko level: the level_of the educational learning process; whereby
teacher; student and_computer programme; in some way interact. A three
part division_based on these interactiOnt i8 releVant fbr the toftware
to be developed:
c.1) The computer as a learning environment: here the programme is a

tool for the student.
-c;2) The Computer as a_learning_device: here the teacher has

transferred a part of the_teaching process to the proqramM . Thete
are the_more traditional CAI-progrannet.

c.3) The computer as teacher: here the learning material; instructon _

strategies, formative and sumnative evaluation elements_are housed
in one programme. This means_that_the student learns without
direct interaction with the teacher.

4. Software_qpecifi-ations and tools

The educatiotal applications on macro and meso levels are_to be generated
for a large,part with methodologies and tools as they -.)ccur in general
computer science.

Considering the_strong procedural character; admitistratit46 applidatiohs in
education_ whereby databaseimanagemert systems ate Uted = ahd applications
as item analysis can be developed with the attittance of higher_programmIng
Ianquage4 and methodoloies from the technical; scientific or administra-
tive automation.

At opp6ted to this; the rlicro_level is_very specific for education. The
fUnetions_that_are_of importance_here are related to the pretettatiOn Of
ext and graphic_examples, pattern recognitiOn iri retpect tb the analysis
of (re)actions of the user_and the deterninatibt 6f the "flow of cohLrol",
i.e. the progress of a student in relatiot tO the programme.

It the ease of use of computers as_a_teacheri_this_progress is determined
by the _learning materiali_the_student_characteristics and instruction
strategies,_These strategies are chosen dependettly of_the available
learning material and student characteristicS. Thete kitd Of programmes
have_the most difficilt structure; because there_it to general_agreement on
the educational,models needed. Moreover; the complexity_is_even_greater
when we demand that learner-controlled_strategies must also be possible.
thiS tate we are dealing wit. the domain of the intelligent CAL.

uch_experience has_already been made with respect to the COMpUter AS
learning_device; which has alto resulted it the deVel6pMett of specialized
tools: drivers; authoring systems and languages.
The:lack in flexibility by making_use of these tools;_has_had as a result
that many developers prefer giving_a_well structured higher programmitg_
latiquage as PASCAL; where in prc,cedures_can be developed that support the
implementation_of_speoific_CAL_functions,
Besides these_technical consideratiots there are Altb tWo actual arguments
that determine the choice of theae la-t SolUtions:
a) Theigrowing interest for:the computer as learning_envirotment. Learning

environments do not usually fit into_the_structure ofiauthoring systems.
b) The interest for the integration of different applications; _for

example, computer-managed instruction with computer-attitted inttruc=
-ion.



The discussion about the benefit of different CAL tools has continued for a
lung,time. However, the question is whether_the choice of a_certain tool,
in the tente Of a coding tool, is the_most_important problem. If we_look at
Syttet development methodologies_we must establish that the coding leVel
comprises_of only one aspect in the whole development proc2st.
Defining the functional and system design and chbosing hetWeen a linear
approach of the development process or A more iterative approach, are two
other; even more itportant, aspects in this process.

An ideal solution?

A vorkout_of the previous leads to splitting up Of development process into
four phases.

Phate 1

In phate 1 is described for_whatipurposeithe programme should,serve inside
the new (organizational) situation. In relation to the educatiOnal etpect;
an analysis_is_made of the function the programme=will fill. The distinct
value_of the use of the:computer hasto,be made_clear in this phase.
We describe these_actiVities as curriculum analysis_wherei as well as the
analysing Of the lea.rning material, organizational_changes in relation to
teadher=ttudent-computer, are describedIn_the_curriculum analysis;
teachers, pedagogical and_subject7area specialists; and in advitOry Sente,
an educational_technologist, are_involved. The edutation technologist (or__
media_specialist) fulfills a bridge function betWeen education and computer
science. His advice here is related tC Media selection.

Phate 2
A description of the varietriof,information structures, which,prOtetting
processes_take_place: in short a description of the fUnCtional aspects of
the_different subsystems.,Trantlated_to CAL atpects: the kind of subsystems
to be used,such as, learning material modules, data based on students' per-
formance, diagnostics, drawing of conclutions_in relation to the flow of
COntrol, subsystems withinstruction_strategies. This can be termed_a
global pedagogical design. This design is made by the education technOlo=
gist.

PhAsP 3

Here is recorded how the subsystems are_realised.The interactive dialo-
quet; Charadteristic for CAL, CAL__are worked_out here to screen designs_and
dialOgue forms. The education technologist and systemidesigner Ire inVol,red
here. This can be termed the detailed pedagogical design.

Phate_A
Here is described; for example:in pseudo language.i_what the algorithms are,
how data structures should be implemented, etc. This is the system design
by Which the coding takes place.

The motive_for_this_approachiis, on the one hand, that the devel-optent
process_ can be made more efficient_when at,each phase there is a direct
feedback to the,aims,(objectives)_of *hat phase. On the_other
successive,continuation Of these four phases, does_not create_an optimum
developmeht ttrategy. Instead the developers must be given the opportunity
to examine former phases before determining the next;
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This is of special importance when applying in education. It is well known
that the essentials of CAL lie in the interaction that is then made possi-
ble. On the other:hand, the moulding of the man-machine interaction on
paper,is a roundabout process. In practise, we see that the teacher who has
put his specifications for screen_design anddiaIogue on paperi_is often
dissatisfied_with_what the programmer has mace out of_it. In a linear
development process it will be difficult to correet this activity in
phase 4 because phase 3 has already been,determined. Thar,: is why, certainly
when using computers in edUcation on a micro level, development must take
place according to an iterative process.

6. Development levels

As a consequence of what is said in paragraph 1 and 2i development of
educational software can take place at three different levels.

Level 1: Development of experimentalprograms
The development_of experimental programs occurs in laboratory-environments.
That development is characterized by the use of computers in new kinds of
applications;
These developments occur without direct feed-back to the_potential target-
group. The development generally comprises a researchoriented component,
aimed at either the_development_tools_used (hardware-facilities;
programming languages), or aimed at learning or instruction-theories.

Tovpl 2. Development-of-prototypes
This is the level of development which_demands the most attentioni_Until
present, most developments have taken_placeat this_particular level; This
occurred in either_a strictly_individual_contexti or in a more team-direc-
ted context. In most_cases, attempts were made to commercialize theAprodUct
after it had been obtained. This generally led to various additional diffi=
culties with regard to conversion, and also extra costs. This made it less
attractivi for firms to Start such a commercialization process.

Recently, it was thought_that_the_development_of_educational software could
be held in comparison withi_for_example,,the development of administrative
coftware. Here, there was_the central concept that a complete specification
fthepódut be achieved on the basis Of the requirements of the
user, after which the_software-producer,could carry out the programming
work. This situation does not (yet) apply in education.__It_is_not_generally
realized that the useiof computers in education still_shows an unstable
pattern. It is for this reason that it is rather difficult for the final
users to indicate, at the beginning, exactly what is required; There_is
also the fact that available equipment is continually evolving, so that
many_more possibilities - even inithe_field of_didactics - become at one's
disposal._All users of_computers in education find themselves in the
process of learning which continuously leads to new, modified views and
demands.

The consequences of this_are that_the development process of an educational
product_must_be_set_up in an iterative fashion. Within each phase, the
possibilities of interaction between developers and representatives of the

target-group are of essential importa-ce. During a specific length of time,



the opportunity to make amendments ana modifications must be available. To
stimulate the efficiency of this process; one mUst make use of advanced
hardware and software tools;

It is:quite obvioUS that these circumstances do not adapt well to a more
industrial approaCh. The first step in the direction_of a solution is ,

therefore the separation of the_development levels. The level described
above 7- known_as_'level V - must provide a tested prototype which is well_
documented and accompanied by detailed Specifizations. At this level_2; the
four phases as were Mettiohed in paragraph 6 aFply, fAlowed by the evalua-
tion of the prototype Via pilot-projects.

The most significant problem at this level; is the smooth organitatiOn of
this kind of co-operative activity.

Level _.3::__DevelopmentCOriStlitier programmes
After the final specifitatiohS of the desired_product have_been establi-_
shed the prodUctior of the software should be initiated in an economically
effective manner.

The interactioniwithithe target-group has already been OOmpleted in the__
previous_stagexand,is noilonger of SignifiCanCe. BeCause the_entire_speci7
fications are now available; One Can noW COncentrate on the search_for the

. .most efficient deVelbping tools. Alsoi_irom_the beginning:of_this_activity;
the various target=Machines for which must be developed can be taken into
account.

The_level_3_development preferably takeS plade in an industrial_environ-
ment._In such an environment; the Otirredt atmosphere and experience_is
present;:which is reqdited in Order to think and act in_strictly economical
terms; At:the same time* a direct con*act can_be made with those firms
Whith Will introduce the end product to the market.

7. _Approabhiii_the Netterlandt

Asiin many other:Obuntries; the_Dutch_government too; has taken the
initiatiVe of stimulating the introduction of computersiin education._ThiS
policy commenced in 1981_with the foundation of the, AdVite CoMmittee for
Education_and_Information Technology (A0I) and bf the Centre for Education
and Information Technology (COI)._

The first policy7recommendationt by the government_appeared_in 1982, and
provided for a five=yeat project (1983787)_in_which all sectors of
edUcation were involved. Following discussions in parliament; this project
was further developed in the_so-caned,'InformaticS StitUlatiOn Plan'
(INSP)i_which_was established in june 1984. Again, this INSF comprised a
fiveyear_plan (1984-88), directed tow-at-at OdUcation; research and_the_
marketTsector.:The_educatiotal_patt 6f the project has_a total_budget of
290 million_Dutch Guildett, and stands in_relation to all sectors of
education,(i.e. froM primary education_through higher vocational edUtation;
but excluding university education)._The objective_of this project iS to
acquaint* Within no more_than_5-10 years; all pupils with the possibilities
of_the_computer and_toliuse the computer in edUdatibh as a tool. This
project must also contribute to the Stimulation of the Dutch industry by
providirg well-skilled employees; the stimulation of the acceptance of the
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new information_technology in future generations; ahd to put education to
use_as_a potential market for products suCh aS hataWare, software and
related services.

The INSP is
Cluster I:

Cluster II:

Cluster III:

Cluster IV:

Cluster v:

concenttated around five clusters of measures:
the tOnstruction_of a_national and regional infrastructute for
the development and dist-ibution of edUtational software;
carrying_out projects for eath tth-0-01 Settor in education4_in
which, per sector; diatinct pribtities with regard to pols
are established;
measurea to be taken within_the_framework of the in-service
training of teachers,_and provision of information;

,

measures within the framework of the pre-serVite training of
teacherS:_

measures to be taken within the ftateWbtk of educational
research.

In addition to the INSP, a so-called NIVO7project (New Information
Technologies in Secondary Eoucation)_was_started in 1985. ThiS project aimt
tovattu bkoad introduction of_computers in the,setutidary edUtational
sector. It's_purpose is to_provide hardware,(at least 8 to 10 computers_per
schooli_16!"bits with MS7DOS) to eVery Sthbbl in this sector_by the end of
1988; to train (at least throe) teadhets per school and_to_provide every
school with a basic software package. The_NIVO is a co-operative project
between the government, educational organisations and industry.

In the INSP the priorities have been established With tegard to the
inservice_training_of teachers, projetta,in Vdtatibnal education_and to the
initiationiof a national inftaattUdtUte for the benefit of software
development and diattibUtiOn.
Characteristic Of the INSP_is_the_coordinated approach by mearie bf
project=Oriented policy within the Ministry of EduCatiOn and Sdience0 and
an approach by means_of_project-management. The Stipulation of the policy
to_he_followed_is carried out by the T'tbjett Staff Education and
Information Technology (PSOI). ThiS gtbilp has been_affiliated to the
Ministry. The ptojett=tanagement (i.e. the_production_of, or the initiaton
of plathed actiVitiet# advicei guidancei_and evaluation) is carried out by
the:COI, at least as far as the_construction of aniinfra-sttUtture and the
prOjetts in special-, primary- and secondary education ate toncerned. For
this objective_i_the=COI has established and made prOVisions for project-_
management teams; Other external manageMent teams have been assigned to the
sector_for vocational edUCation, the training of teachers and the educatio-
nal research.
Mostly significant for this article are the activities within the frateWork
bf Cluatet I.

As was mentioned_heforei_the development of edUtatiOnal software can_be
carried out_at_three_ levels, with a Major problem concerning the smooth
organization of activitieS at the leVel 2. To solve this problem, some
actions have been taken in the Netherlands:
- Development centres and deVelopment groups_have been establiShed.
A regional support structure_has_been_established;

- A clearinghouse for educational software has been ettabliShed.
To_support the level 3 development, a faCilitary co-operation has been
created in the cOntext of the NIVO-project.
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8. Development_benties_and developMent groups

The Dutch government haS created three_development centres, each one
specially aiming at one_particular sector of education.:These development
-centres are affiliated_tb a_number of teacher-training institutes.
These centres_have_been entrusted with the (partial) task of develoving
educational software:. Two main taSkS_tan be distinguished:
- (involvement in) the development of 5oftware_within the framework of
projects ftOM the annually established global plans of action in the
INSP;

the danalization and stimulation of good ideas fOr Software development
from the field_of education;

The_centres support an agreed methOdOlogicAl approach_in_software
development; concentrated tbWards aspects such_as:_tethnical quality,(use
of certain (syStem) software and software tools); modularity, portability,
documentation;_maintenance. They can also provide support in the definition
phae Of a project.
The development centres therefore, play a central role within the framework
of_the !level 2! development of_edUtAtiOnal SoftWare._Supplementary, they
are given possihiliti08 tO be Able to react_flexihlv_to initiatives from
the field of education, both by advising; offering programming assistance
and so forth.

The,prOject-manager_of the_sector in question; is respOnsible for the
attiVities of_the development centres; aS_far:a8,the cOntent-oriented
aspects_of_projectsis conterned._The Methodological aspects_are co-
ordinated by the COI through the project-manager of cluster_1._
Inbontrast, the development groups focus their_activities towards:the
coding aspecta of the development process. But they can also be asked, when
necessary, to become_involved in:the design process. DeVelopment groups are
fOUnded and used as is needed. Mostly they are aVailahle within existing
institutes.

8= Relations' With other organizations

Apakt from the_importance_of a common methodologital approach; the _

organization of the interaction between the VarioUS groups and activities
is_essential.
Three kinds:of activitieS play an important role in this respect:
- the_ activities Of the regional centres for education and information

tOthnOlogy;
= the activities of the_clearinghouse for educatibnal software;
- the activities of users associations.

The Reg+onal_Centres fOr Education and Information Teohno1ogy_(RS01)
For the support and guidance of the_introduction of computers,in Dutch
education, 28 RSOI's have been created. They are affiliated with teacher-
training institutes and school7guidance institutes. The basic principle for
this action was_to_create a near-school approath. Supplementary; there were
two other considerations:
- to realize a regional tottentratiOn of the scarce expertise in this

field;

= to concentrate a number of impOrtant ASpeCts which are of fundamental
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significance in:the intrOduction of computers to education: in- and
pre-servite ttaining facilities; co-ordination of_informationiservices
abOUt the use of computers_in education; demonstration of educational
softwar; initiaticni_guidance and support of projects; contributiona to
the development _of educational so.tware.,

Three_of these:RSOI's are also appointed as development centres.
Supplementary tO the attiVi-cies of these development centresi_the RSOI's
will have tO treate possibilities for teachers to_come in touch with
edUtatiOnal POftware in order_to stimulate development of new ideas about
the kind of educational software they want;

The ClearinghouneaforEducational Software,:
To assist education in determining tl,^ quality of educational software:, the
government has started the INKON-project. INKON is the_abbreviated_form for
InventOry; AsSetsment and Information distribution_of_educational_software.
The ptbjett: iS carried out bij_the COI in_cooperation with the CRL
(Central Registratior_ of_Learning Aids) which is,affiiiated tO the
National Institute for:CurriculumiDevelopmenti(SLO).
The_CRL will_chiefly direct itself to,the registration and the objective
description of educational_software. The COI will concentrate its
activities on the qUalitative description and assessment of educational
software. ,

_

Apatt from being characterized by_the_provision of various services tOWarda
teachersi the INKONrproject also has an additional value; It is ekpetted
that the_projecti in course of time; will increasingly evolVe in kesearch7
activities, formulation and intensification of criteria-requirements which
that educational_software has to meet. This information can then:be:used by
the deVelOpet8 of educational software and in the training:of teachers.
Thit retUlt:: in a process_by which the quality of the educational software
- and the iutegral;ion of that software in the curricula - can be Struc-
turally improved;

TrheUsetsAssociatiOnS and their Special Interest_Groups
Thete ate Many different users a.:,sociations in_the_fieId_of computersiand
education in the Netherlands,_In_theipasti these organizations have played
a very significant_role as pioneers_ in _the:support_ and intrOdUttibn Of
computers_in_education Wi!ll the introduction of the INSP, a number of
these activities have:been,taken over by organizations supported by the

_

government; HOWeVer, this does not mean to say_that_these associations have
hOW bet0MeSUpetfluous. Sufficient ta^ks and activities have still remained
to whith they - and in particular_their special interest groups - tan COntti-
bute in_the evaluation of software.
It_is known_that a valuable assessment is not quite complete without the__
experience of it's use,in a classroom7sitUation. That data and information_
can particularly be_ collected by teachers who have gained experience in the
USe of cOttiltet. The special interest groups form the basis on which this
eleMent of the software-assessment can take place;

10; The _T_r_a_ining_of_Developers

DeVelopers Of OdircationAl tOftware demand contributions_from both teachers
And prOgtabtetS, both in the role which fits their capabilities:best of:
all. Until now, the training of teachers has hardly paid any attention tO
the use of computers as educational aids. This means that, in all training-
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schemes for teachers:in schools, courses must be organized which illustrate
these specific aspects. There is also a great demano for project-managers
whO can fulfill the link-function bet-en teams of teachers and pro-
grammers. These Persons should be well informed of the educational-
didac'cical7itechnologicaand program7technical aspects of development work;
At theipresent, in the Netherlands there is only one training-scheme
available for:those wishing to prepare themselves for this particular
specialism. These courses are provided by the TWente University of
Technblogy, the same university to which the COI is affiliated.

11. The role of the Centre for Education_and__Information Technology (COI)

The COI:plays a central role as_co-ordinating institute in the ,

methodological, support for the development:centres and groups. The COI also
co-ordinates the activities Of the regional c.tntreb and is responsible for
the clearinghouse for educational software.
Within_the_COI,_there_is a_development_department which_is entrusted with
the production_of_experimental programs (=the level 1 development) and of
prototype programs (=the level 2:development). The,COI has,also been_
appointed by:the government as the Dutch national inforMatiOn poiht for
education_and infOrmation technology in the Context Of an international
network of such centres* initiated by the EEC.

12. Postscript

At the end of,the,1970's, the use of,computer-based learning_had been going
on for more than:ten years, but a definite breakthrough in education had
not yet been achieved.
One could even say that_computer-based learning_was_savedfrom_extinction
at_that_time by_the introduction of microcomputer. A new wave of
enthusiasm arose,:and the whole process of considering the use of computers
in learning situations started all over again.:
Now, 5-6 years later, one is confronted with the same problem: will there
be a real breakthrough for computer-based learning4 or not? The situation
is again_very critical._Some_think_that_one needs more of the new
technological_wonders (videodisciinetworking) to:make it really happen;
Reality is:that a breakthrough will only be_reached when it can be shown
that compUter7based learning results in an Increase of:productivity of our
educational system. That increase in productivity can be achieved in two
additional ways: achieving the same goals in_education as_beforei_but_in_
less time, and/or:, achieving_new_goals_in education in the same period of
time. Results show that in_both circumstances, computer-based learning can
help to achieve this objective. :

However, the efficient use of computers_in education depends_entirely on
the availability of good educational software. Until recently, such
software has only partially been_available,Much_more_software_must,
thereforei_be_made generally_available._This means that the presently
established forms, with regard to the development of such software, require
careful revision The end-product must be able to be produced in an
efficient, industrially-oriented fashion.:
As was said before, the organization of the entire development_process_-
from experimental programs_to_prototype_and_final_product- carried out
coherently so_that_it_is smoothly_compatible,_whereby_each of the
participants can influence activities at the right time and in an efficient
manner, is the principle problem with which one is confronted.
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